Simply Radiant Skin
From Head To Toe

Featuring The All New BBL® HERO & MOXI™
A GENTLE APPROACH TO RADIANT SKIN

- Opens the door to the prejuvenation™ patient
- Gentle treatments for vibrant refreshed looking skin
- Quick comfortable treatments with little to no downtime

MOXI™
Level 2: 7.5 mJ, 15% Density

ALL NEW FROM SCITON!

“...
I wasn't sure where MOXI was going to fit in my practice. Turns out, it brings a whole new patient - a patient who is younger. I am loving MOXI. So far it is excellent, and patients love it.

Jason Pozner, MD
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FOREVER CHANGE HOW YOU TREAT SKIN FROM HEAD TO TOE

• NEW: Quickly treat large areas with outstanding results-oriented outcomes
• World renowned Family of BBL treatments powered by HERO technology
• Powerful, robust, and proven efficacy

“BBL HERO is game-changing!”
Patrick Bitter, Jr., MD, FAAD
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The new mJOULE™ platform redefines standards for affordable quality and versatility. Because results matter at every budget.

- BBL® HERO™ helps turn back the visible signs of aging anywhere on the body
- MOXI™ opens the door to a younger prejuvenation™ patient
- Forever Young powered by BBL® HERO delivers more power and results for you and your patients.
- Versatile and synergistic treatments
- Single targeted treatments to regular skin care regimens
- Affordable and expandable; choose one or two modalities, add second module in the future.

Simply Radiant Skin

A GENTLE APPROACH TO RADIANT SKIN
Introducing the newest fractionated wavelength designed with everyone in mind. Ideal for patients just starting their skin care journey, looking for a light touch-up and those wanting something more but without downtime.

- A gentle approach to radiant skin, year round, for easy skin type
- Fractional 1927 nm wavelength
- Delegateable with proven results
- Patients love it!

Lighthen, brighten and refresh with MOXI™
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- A gentle approach to radiant skin, year round, for easy skin type
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- Delegateable with proven results
- Patients love it!

Lighthen, brighten and refresh with MOXI™

FOREVER CHANGE HOW YOU TREAT SKIN FROM HEAD TO TOE
The next generation BroadBand Light™ from Sciton, BBL, bbl, is finally here, bbl® now with HERO.

- 4x Speed - 3x Peak Power - 2x Cooling
- Quickly treat large areas with Forever Body with outstanding results oriented outcomes
- Comfortable, fast, effective, low downtime
- Optimal combination and versatility of treatments
- High patient satisfaction and in-demand treatments will keep patients coming back for more!
- Clinical excellence and ultimate practice success.
TRANSFORM YOUR PRACTICE... AND YOUR PATIENTS WITH THE LATEST INNOVATION BY SCITON

The same great JOULE® you know and love in a small expandable dual module platform.

• MOXI™ unlocks the power of the prejuvenation™ market
• BBL® HERO delivers world-renowned results anywhere on the body

MOXI™ - Affordable Luxury
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MOXI delivers fractionalized non-ablative laser energy to gently remodel skin, targeting grades of sun damage in the epidermis, dermis, and below.

BBL® uses pulse duration and energy to gently heat skin, targeting only the epidermis of the face, neck, hands, and body, resulting in rejuvenation without pain.

BBL uses photothermal energy to gently heat skin, targeting cells to improve the appearance of the face, neck, hands, and body — resulting in younger looking skin everywhere.
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